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The Problem 
 

Greece is a country that is [up to recently] ‘hostile’ to entrepreneurship 
Not many big industries (many very small and small), low technology component 
in most, low export performance, and low added value. 
 

Reasons: 
History of the country and of the development of the entrepreneurial class 
Lack of robust local entrepreneurial class 
 

How the public sector behaves to entrepreneurs (up to now): suspiciousness 
Too complex and unnecessarily strict legislation 
Lack of adequate land use system 
Excessive taxation and lack of liquidity  
 

Big entrepreneurs very much depended on the public sector 
Short sighted, going for very quick profits 
Many are risk averters 
 
Another big problem esp. now with the crisis: Unemployment, and primarily 
Youth unemployment 
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Difficulties for starting up and running a business in Greece 
 

Special problems  for new entrepreneurs: 
 
• Bureaucracy 
• Incomprehensible tax system 
• Unstable tax system 
• Lack of transparency 
• Corruption 
• Slow moving legislation (all phases) 
 
Given this situation: 
Is it easy for a young graduate to start a business? 
How can new entrepreneurs enter this market? 
How can education contribute to entrepreneurship? 
How is tertiary education linked to the market? 
Is high level research linked to the market? 
What are the barriers for all these? 
How can education contribute to the performance of production and to the 
economy? 
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Formal Tertiary Education (Universities and Technological Institutions) was (e.g. 
in 2000) not linked to the market (in terms of education structures) 
 

• The education system was alienated from entrepreneurship (content and way 
of teaching) 

• Entrepreneurship considered almost as a sin within education 
• C-operation btw. Industry & Universities inexistent. No common language 

 

• No entrepreneurial ecosystem developed in and out of education  
• The educational system does not encourage student entrepreneurial pursuits, 

neither of young people 
 
The Result (esp. in education) 
 “Production” of waves of graduates in all disciplines seeking  work in the public 

sector 
 Young people trapped into protected environments (traditional aspects of 

society, family, etc) 
 Graduates unequipped and unable to start businesses as a result of their 

knowledge gained at the universities 
 Lots of businesses not founded on strategy and market knowledge, lots of 

failures 
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 The lack of connection between the educational system and the labour market 
 
Resulted to  Further implications for the system and for graduates 
 
• Lack of correspondence between the formal capabilities gained in education 

and the real needs of the labour market  
• Lack of employment experience 
• Number of students admitted each year determined by the Ministry of 

Education,  inflexibility; cannot adjust to the labour market  
• System: students often study their least favoured options less motivation for a 

job related to their studies 
• Impressive preference for public sector employment (now expected to shrink) 
• Small number of students and graduates intend to get involved into 

entrepreneurial activities, or to start their own new businesses  
 
NOTE: this is closely related to the lack of autonomy of the Universities which 
cannot formulate policies 
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As a result students and young graduates are hesitant to enter the entrepreneurial 
world  
 

They have:  
• Reservation 
• Disappointment 
• Frustration 
• Lack of knowledge 
 
 

 

These are the first barriers and are related to: 
 
• Fear of failure 
• Risk aversion 
• Responsibility aversion 
• Lack of confidence 
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The Challenge 
 
 For the educational system 
 For the University of Thessaly 
 
• To change the established situation 
• To encourage students and young graduates 
• To link education and research to entrepreneurship 

 
• To change a whole mentality 
• To make a policy shift 
• To make an institutional change 
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The Response to the Challenge 
 

PHASE I: the courses (2003-2008) 
The Ministry of Education launches a programme “Encouragement of 
entrepreneurial activity and innovation applications of students” (2003-2005 & 
2005-2008) [in addition to the pre-existing Career Services Offices and Practical 
Training Offices].  
 

• Courses in all universities on innovation and entrepreneurship 

Career Services 

Office 

Practical Training 

Entrepreneurship 

courses 

Career Services Office: Old 

structure (Business as Usual) 

Practical Training: Old structure 

(Business as Usual) 

Entrepreneurship courses: NEW 

ACTIVITY – innovative approach 

 

Pre-existing 
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The evolution of employment and career support structures in the University of 
Thessaly 
 

PHASE I: (2003-2008) 

Entrepreneurship 

courses 
Entrepreneurship courses: NEW 

ACTIVITY –innovative approach 

 

University of Thessaly:  
 

From the concept of the lecture to the complex activity course 
 
TWO kinds of barriers within the University  
 
a) Technical [co-ordination of a complex course common to most 
departments of the University, University administration familiarisation] 
 

b) Ideological [staff and students suspicious for a programme that they feared 
would bring the private sector from the backdoor to the University] 
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Course Structure 

Virtual  
Exercises  

Virtual  
Enterprises 

Lectures 

Studios 

Seminars 

Course 
Student 
Contests 

Businesses –  
Private Sector 

Business Idea 
Business Plan 

Day-Conferences /  
Round Tables 

Special Library 

Mentoring 
Visits 

Personal  
Consulting Case 

Studies 
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The Response to the Challenge 
Subverting the institutional inflexibilities 
 
All problems mitigated 
 
Success factors 
 
• Human resources, good team building, involving lots of staff members (anti-

suspicion) 
• Up to date approaches (academic credibility) 
• Managed to inspire the students (phycology –and grassroot support) 
 
 Good relations with the university structures (diplomacy) 
 Good performance according to the criteria of the Ministry (honesty-

credibility) 
 Good administration of the programme (competence) 
 
 External appreciation [prizes, distinctions in competitions, etc] (public 

relations- prospects) 
 
Proved that there is nothing to fear  
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End result of PHASE I 
 

Programme judged as very successful 
(informally, after auditing by the mechanism of the Ministry: NO LOBBYING) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Ministry asks for a study for the whole of the country  
 

Study linking higher education with the labour market  
 

“Study for the Connection of Tertiary Education with the Labour Market via the 
Promotion of Entrepreneurship”,  
commissioned by the Special Agency for the Management of the Operational 
Programme for Education and Initial Vocational Training (O.P. "Education") of the 
Ministry of Education, to the University of Thessaly: 
In particular to the team that ran the courses on innovation and entrepreneurship.  
 

The study proposes  an improvement and a completion of the structures that is 
applied to the whole of the country 
 
 
Three summits of Rectors and other meetings: finally all persuaded 
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• Within the same institution the various programmes were implemented by 
different structures and/or persons without any central co-ordination  

• No development of a communication mechanism  
• No diffusion of information between the various structures  
• Overlap of activities  
• Waste of resources 
• Lack of single representation of institutions  
• Lack of common philosophy and strategy  
• Lack of any concrete institutional policy 
• Facing common problems in different ways 
• Lack of recognition of the necessity to place these activities under the regular 

institutional functions 
• Unfavourable conditions regarding the viability of entrepreneurial activities in 

the institutions  
• Lack of horizontal networking except of the Horizontal Support Activity of the 

Career Offices. 
• The issues and the problems were not known to a broader academic 

audience. 

Policy problems identified by the study: 
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Policy Shift in Entrepreneurship Education and Labour 
Market Liaising -1 

The new Operational Programme for Education and Lifelong Learning 
Required: 
• more efficient linkage at all levels of the educational system with the labour 

market, 
• the promotion of students’ entrepreneurial spirit, the upgrade of student 

internship programmes and the extension/upgrade of Career Office services   
 
Our consultancy study: 
• Included extensive consultation and deliberation with high standing university 

officials across Greece, and three summits (organised by the Ministry of 
Education) of HEI and TEI Rectors and Presidents.  

 
Core of the study: 
• The cohesive and comprehensive treatment of the issue of linking higher 

education with the labour market, from the side of Higher Education Institutions 
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Policy Shift in Entrepreneurship Education and Labour 
Market Liaising -2 

So, practically, within Universities: 
 

• Entrepreneurship, labour market liaising and student internship activities 
integrated in a single programme – Institutes’ strategies 

• The organisation, coordination and supervision of this strategy will be 
undertaken in each HEI by a new structure, called Bureau of Employment and 
Career (BEC),  

• Establishment of an Innovation and Entrepreneurship Unit 
• Student Internship Office upgrade 
• Improvement of Career Offices  
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Policy Shift in Entrepreneurship Education and Labour 
Market Liaising -3 

The old structures: 
 

Career Office: networking and contacts 
Student Internship Office: better organisation of the office itself and its activity 
 

The new structures: 
 

a) BEC: to conceive the vision, to formulate the strategy, to process and implement 
the policies of HEIs streamline the structures related to student career and 
employment the improvement of management and coordination, the amplification 
of synergy, the exploitation of scale economies, the expansion and enhancement of 
networking. 
b) Innovation and Entrepreneurship Unit:  to develop a clear and cohesive strategy 
for each HEI 
to coordinate and upgrade all entrepreneurship services offered by HEIs 
Actions:  teaching of entrepreneurship courses  
 support of student entrepreneurial activities 
New actions such as entrepreneurship seminars and summer schools. 
 



The evolution of employment and career support structures in the University of 
Thessaly 
 
PHASE II (2009-today) 

Career Services 

Office 

Practical Training 

Entrepreneurship 

courses 

Career Services 

Office 

Practical Training 

Office 

Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship 

Unit (IEU) 

Bureau of 

Employment 

and Career 

(BEC) 

• fragmented approach 

• waste of resources 

• repetition - overlapping 

• differences - conflicts 

Cohesive Strategy / Unified identity 

Integrated / comprehensive approach 

Recourse waste prevention / Economies 

of Scale 

Complementarity / Synergy 

New !!! 
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AIM: The Bureau of Employment and Career(BEC) aims at being the main link 
between the University of Thessaly and the labour market 

New Structure -1: Bureau of Employment and Career 
(BEC/ DASTA) of the University of Thessaly 

• Comprehensive approach of all career and employment issues  

• Common activities of all related structures  

• Brand name / Linking the Bureau of Employment and Career and all relevant 
structures with employment and career (inside and outside the University) 

• Complementarity of all activities / maximising benefits –economies of scale 

• Focus on «open» activities / Involvement of entrepreneurial community, esp. the 
Association of Industries 

• For the first time a comprehensive and common strategy of all universities which 
finds its way through the BECs  
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Organisation of BEC Structures 

Department of 

Coordination and 

Data Management 

BEC 

 
Career Services 

Office 

 

Department of 

Networking and 

Publicity 

 
Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship 

Unit 

 

 
Practical Training 

Office 

 

Post-graduate 

courses - 

Scholarships 

Labour 

Market 

Entrepreneur

-ship 

Education 

Coordination 

of 

Department 

Practical 

Training 

Coordination 

Committee 

Institution 

Committee 

Consultation 

Committee 

Entrepreneur

-ial Activity 

Support 

Institution 

wide 

activities 
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BEC Internal and External Relationships 

Secondary 
Education 

Association of 
Industries 

Ministry of 
Education 

Local and wider 
entrepreneurial 
and social 
Community 
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AIM: The cultivation and development of innovation and entrepreneurial skills of 
the University students and their encouragement and support to take 
entrepreneurial initiatives 

New Structure -2: Unit of Innovation & Entrepreneurship [UIE] 
(MOKE) 

Second Phase (2009-2012) 
In addition to the previous phase:  
 

• Summer schools 
• Consultation to degree holders, third parties (entrepreneurial activity support inside and 

outside the university) 
• Hosting of events (e.g. Start Up Greece) 
• Getting Involved with on going developments  (e.g. Open Coffees) 
& Planning more ……. 
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First phase (2003-2008) 
 

Teaching of two inter-departmental courses 
1. Introduction to entrepreneurship 
2. Business Plans development 
+ the other activities (as in diagram) 



Implementation Results  (2003-2010)  
(as per the start of the September 2009 implementation 
phase) 

Total students enrolled in the courses 3200 % 

Men 1765 55 

Women 1435 45 

Total students who sat for the exams 2142 

Men 1169 55 

Women  973 45 

Total of projects delivered 421   

Total of finalised business plans 185   

Successful exam results 2142 

Unit of Innovation & Entrepreneurship 



Challenges 

 Putting experience and knowledge to good use: 

 Exchange of know-how and “good” practices 

 Horizontal (national) networking and actions 

 Diffusion of Results 

 

 Viability 

 Operation after the end of the Operational Programme 

 Finding additional resources 

 Institutional changes in the University structure 
 

 Culture and Mentality 

 Student employment and career options 

 Entrepreneurial mentality 

 University – Society – Enterprises – Organisations Relationships 
 



From a University Study to National Policy 
 
What made it possible 
 

a) Surprisingly impartial and objective judgment of the Ministry 

b) Administrational continuity in the Ministry 

c) Consistent efforts for the persuasion of the university administrations all over 

the country 

d) Good study and proposal by the team 

e) European Union programmes 

g) The market 
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The Barriers – problems for IEU (MOKE) 
 
• Transition from Programme to Structure 
 Support by the University administration and by the University Senate  
• Difficulty in its visibility and appreciation as a separate structure 
 Insistence and consistency in communication within the University 
 
The Barriers – problems for BEC (DASTA) 
 

• The Barriers within the educational system and the ministry's administration 
• Complete no visibility 
• Confusion about the role 
• Antagonism from other structures (Career Office, Practical Training Office) 
• Unwillingness to share information (data bases for firms) 
• Distrust between the employees of all sides 
• Problems in co-ordination (of actions of the other structures) 
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Barriers – wider aspects 
 

More generally, the barriers – problems within the educational system and the 
ministry's administration 
The following barriers – problems apply to the whole of the new model (i.e. of 
PHASE II) 
 

Barriers from the Ministry: 
 

• Lack of experience with dealing with a programme that combined multiple 
actions 

• Lack of confidence to the purpose of some of the activities 
• Inflexibility of fund allocation and sticking to the budget item lines 
• Pressures for “equity” among universities 
• Pressures for more funds to the most known and lobbying universities 
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Barriers within the educational system and the University 
 

• Suspicion on anything related to entrepreneurship from behalf of the academic 
community (political approaches and organised opposition, students, 
professors, other staff)  

• Entrepreneurship courses are regarded as of secondary importance  
 

• Lack of experience 
• Lack of connection with the business community 
• Lack of adequate finances – limited University resources 

 
• Intensive curricula for students 
• Cultural barriers 
 
And of course,  
 
 Greek Universities are not entrepreneurial themselves 
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The actions and the implementation of the programme 
How barriers were overcome 
 

Factors that helped the implementation and the success of the programme  
 

IEU:  
• Human recourses.  
• Devoted team with good relations among the members.  
• Enthusiasm and sense of investment in the future. 
• Knowledge of the university inns and outs by the management 
• Key members with high specialization.  
• Excellent relations and co-operation with the Association of Industries 
• Enrichment of activities in the second phase (summer schools, start up 

weekends, open coffees, etc) 
• Good relations with the University Authorities (Rectorate, etc) 
 

BEC:  
• Basically good co-ordination of the sub-structures.  
• Good co-ordination between BEC and IEU that was the think tank of the whole 

enterprise.  
• Overall  it was a matter of human resources 
• Excellent relations and co-operation with the Association of Industries 
• Good relations with the University Authorities (Rectorate, etc) 
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The actions and the implementation of the programme 
 
EXTERNAL:  
• The changes of government did not affect in any major way the programme.  
• Good relation building with the administration of the Ministry 
• Good funding which was asked for the particular purposes (of course could be 

a bit better)  
• Very good relation with the entrepreneurial community in an organized way 

Organizations, mentor groups, support structures, such as co-lab, individual 
industrialists and entrepreneurs, etc) 

• Good relations with other educational institutions (2 PanHellenic conferences 
in Volos and all kinds of invitations) 

 

SOCIAL:  
• Entrepreneurship started to be more appealing to society (crisis) 
• Enrichment of the start up ecosystem in Greece. 

 

FOR THE WHOLE PROGRAMME:  
 Two phases shift (not one off)  
 Phase I: the introduction of courses 
 Phase II:  the creation of BEC as an integrating factor and of UIE (evolution in 

continuity) 
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Overcoming barriers at the very practical level in relation to the students 
 
General 
 

 Internal marketing 
 Creation of a good image 
 Explaining the aims 
 

Particular 
 

• Systematic contact and approach 
• Talks to the various departments 
• Events organisation and extroversion 
• Good persuasion about the benefits of the programme 
• Providing the floor to opposition 
• Making things interesting – contact with the wider ecosystem 
 

Prospects 
 

• Visible results and prospects 
• Participation in new programmes (e.g. UIE-hive, coaching new projects taken up 

by graduates) 
• Integrating into a wider entrepreneurial ecosystem 
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How the previous success factors and efforts were reflected to the Perceptions of 
Constraints for Entrepreneurship by the students 
 

[Attitude change of students from the beginning to the end of the year 2011-
2012 classes – on-going research of UIE] 
 
• Unwillingness or incompetence to market one’s personal skills and 

competence’ (improvement)  
• Entrepreneurship does not suit my character’ (improvement) 
• General lack of appreciation of entrepreneurship’(improvement) 
• Insecure income’(improvement) 
• Fear of losing one’s property’(improvement)  
• Society provides no safety net for entrepreneurs’(improvement) 

 
• Frequently changing or unclear legislation (worsening)  
• Difficulties in getting external financing (worsening)  
 
Future plans upon graduation before and after attending the Entrepreneurship 
classes: 
 More students are willing to become entrepreneurs and work in the private 

sector 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Principle Lessons 
 

 The human resources as factor of change 
 The importance of  societal changes 
 The importance of institutions  of their structures and of their documentation 
 The importance of alliances creation 
 The importance of discussion at all levels and of persuasion 
 The importance of creating a common target for the University 
 The importance of co-operation between the various University structures (e.g. 

rectorate, administration, research committee, units) 
 

 New institutions must have a wider support, i.e. people must be persuaded 
 

 An institution that learns continuously: a learning institution rather that an 
administrative, teaching, or research institution 
 

 Institutional knowledge and memory as one of the key elements activating 
institutional learning (or as elements of learning mechanisms) 
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

Why and at what levels there has been an institutional change 
 
Ministry of Education:  
 

 Dealing with Entrepreneurship at such a level at University level, was a 
breakthrough 

 Complicated programmes to administer 
 

Universities: 
 

 Overcoming ideological fixes  
 Establishing new structures;  embedding the new structures 
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Dr. George Stamboulis, Responsible for all teaching and chief planner of the 
project 
Prof. John Theodorakis Responsible for  BEC [Vice-Rector] 
Dr. Apostolos Papadoulis (President of the Association of Industries of Central 
Greece and Thessaly), External Advisor 
Dr. Achilleas Barlas Teaching staff 
Dr. NikolaosTzeremes Τeaching staff 
Dr. Ch. Kouthouris, Teaching staff 
Prof. Manolis Vavalis, Information System Advisor 
 

Petros Rodakinias (MSc), Studio teaching and technical support  
Anna Zygoura  (MSc), Studio teaching and administrative support 
George Kaparos (MSc), Studio teaching and consultancy to spin-off groups 
 

George Kalaouzis(MSc), Τechnical advisor and Planning and support team  
Sophia Kessopoulou (MSc), Planning and support team  
Areti Paschali (BA), Planning and support team 
Dimitris, Koutsaftikis (MSc), Information system  
Ioanna Nassiopoulou (BEng), Planning and support team  
 

Agapios Kiousis (MSc), External Collaborator 
Thomas Malakis (MSc):External Collaborator 
 

Parina Gravari (MSc), Administrative support 
Mara Mandellou (DEA), Administrative Support 
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 Collaborators of the UIE and BEC projects have included 



We all thank you for your attention !!! 
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